A special thank to ... OUR SPONSORS

“Life is precious”
The “House of Cerrone” is renowned as Australia's best designer
and manufacturer of unique jewelry. Nicola and Carmela Cerrone
have transformed the search for jewelry into a journey of passion.
This is evident from the list of some of the most famous celebrities
in the world, who have travelled to the “House of Cerrone” to
experience the passion. This is why Cerrone is referred to as
“jeweler to the stars”. Now, you have the opportunity to cross the
VIP carpet and have a taste of what the “stars” experience with a
$1,500.00 voucher at their stores.

Antonio Di Santo has transformed his extensive Italian cuisine knowledge
to produce the best range of pasta in Australia through his “Laboratorio di
Santo” trademark. This was confirmed in the most prestigious pasta
award event the “Sydney Royal Fine Food Show” where, “Laboratorio Di
Santo”, won either gold or silver in all eight pasta categories entered!
The uniqueness, freshness and variety of the pasta means that someone
will enjoy one year supply of pasta to the value of $750.00 and
experience what the very best restaurants in Italian cuisine serve. Your
dinner parties will be a gastronomy delight where you may receive advice
directly from Antonio Di Santo, a graduate from the most prestigious
cooking school in Italy, on how to best prepare his award winning pasta.

Lemair, Serving Australia since 1956. Lemair is proud of its
high quality Electric Equipment and supplies. As third price of
our competition you can win a $ 300 Lemair Bar Refrigerator
(Model RQ-115M) perfectly designed for Australian climatic
conditions with ice-making facilities and compact design.

Lido Leisure Travel offers outstanding service, value and choice to clients. Their
experienced and professional team, backed up with a range of online self booking
tools, deliver outstanding accommodation rates to dreams destinations! The winner
of the 25th spot will enjoy a $250 voucher for a “mysterious prize”.
If you have the luck to win the $250 voucher you’ll be able to experience the

